


Wanaga in 
review

The most important thing I am taking away from this wananga…..

My most powerful learning moment…. It was made it so because…

The most important thing I learned personally…..

I will use what I’ve learned…….







Leading change in complexity requires . . .

Flexibility
Ongoing learning
Ability to cope with ambiguity
Transformational approaches
Embracing change
Collective leadership
Collaboration



Alliance (mutual benefit)
endorsement//coalition/affiliation/network/consortium/learning 

community

Collaboration (working together for shared 

output)
administrative consolidation/federation or association/co-delivery/joint 

venture/joint programming

Integration (one identity)
acquisition/mergerINTER DEPENDENCE

AUTOMOMY





Pichakucha

• What is it about the project would attract partners/collaborators?

• What key message could the group communicate to attract partners?

• Who could this group partner with that would surprise everyone? 

(Who would make unlikely bedfellows; What frenemies are out there?  Who would be the most ridiculous 
partner?)



Now your turn . . .

• What is it about your project would attract partners/collaborators?

• What key message could youcommunicate to attract partners?

• Who could you partner with that would surprise everyone? 

(Who would make unlikely bedfellows; What frenemies are out there?  Who would be the most 
ridiculous partner?)



Collaborations and partnerships are not a 
choice, but a necessity to strengthen our 

efficiencies and effectiveness, and to 
generate a bigger impact for a better world.



• What are the qualities of a good partnership?

• What type of partner are we?

• What do we bring into a partnership?



“What does it take for true collaboration and partnership to 
succeed? 

One thing is for certain: Those conditions will not be about 
the stuff (the product, the program, the money, the 
paperwork). They will be about the people. Because when 
things fall apart, it ’s not about the stuff; it ’s about how the 
people feel about that stuff. ”

Hildy Gotleib, Creating the Future



Focus on funding partnerships

We fund 
ourselves

They fund 
us

We earn it


